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to 'Zinza-spirit possession' via far broader catégories such as 'Tanzania histoiy'j
with fourteen entries, or 'Kenya-agriculture', itemising thirty-eight books. Tàç
bibliography simply lists thé books, providing no commentary or cross-referencin^
However, thé subdivision into spécifie catégories allows faster identification ôf »
particular topic, particularly if one is interested in comparing a spécifie topic (è,$f
industry, health, etc.) across countries. However, as thé compiler makes clear froœC
thé outset, thèse are far from exhaustive. Ethiopia is fairly well represented, with 50Gt"
entries, grouped under ninety sub-headings. However, Djibouti and Eritrea have oni)f
a few dozen entries each, and hère students would do far better to refer to country-
specific bibliographies such as those published by Clio. These have the addfe^
advantage of listing journal articles, which are excluded from this collection. ,£

DAVID STYAN*
London School of Econontfe'

«t, HODA GAMAL ABDEL NASSER, Britaiti and the Egyptian Nationalist Movemen
1936-52. Reading: Ithaca Press, 1994, 375 pp., £30.00, ISBN 0 86372 177 X.

This book présents itself as a history of British policies in Egypt during the per
between the signing of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of Alliance of 1936 and ier]
military coup d'état of July 1952 which deposed King Faruq of Egypt. In fact, ft s^
seems to be an attempted vindication of that coup d'état, representing it as
apotheosis of Egyptian nationalism. It is almost certainly not coincidental that
author's father, Gamal Abdel Nasser, was the leader of thé coup d'état in question.
order to make her case, Hoda Abdel Nasser asserts from thé outset that there w
something called thé Egyptian Nationalist Movement (she uses upper-cas%f
throughout thé book to suggest an institutional solidity which did not exist iffi£
reality). This movement is clearly distinguished from what she labels thé 'variote
political movements'—definitely lower-case.

Her problem, of course, lies in thé fact that thèse movements and thé quarrelfinjj
individuals who headed them were thé actual représentatives of thé various Strands öf'
Egyptian nationalism, many of them violently opposed to each other. She tries tô Jj
overcome thé difficulty by suggesting that thé notorious fragmentation of Egyptiaagff
politics, nationalist or otherwise, during this period was in fact part of a process of-«
'expansion, diversification and maturation within thé Movement'. This allows her te- ̂
claim that thé increasing détermination of a small group of officers to act against ttó
power represented by thé palace and thé king was part of thé same process and^
indeed, in her view, an inévitable conséquence of thé 'radical transformation and thé ;
growing maturity of thé Egyptian Nationalist Movement'. In other words, thé toMÉ J
of Egyptian nationalism passed rightly and properly into the hands of Gamal Abdel* jj
Nasser and his officer friends, having been forfeited by thé bickering ai
compromised civilian politicians.

The apologia for thé Free Officers and their ilk becomes obvious almost from
outset and colours the remainder of the book. For the most part, this is devoted Af
advancing thé unoriginal thesis that the British authorities continued to intervene i%:,,}
Egyptian political life in pursuit of their own strategie interests even after the signiajp
of thé 1936 treaty. To this end, in common with all the other studies of this subject',^
and this period, extensive use is made of British officiai records. It is disappointi
that, given thé status and family of thé author, there is only a single référence to
Egyptian government file (a Ministry of the Inferior file containing eight leafl
issued by various dissident groups within thé Egyptian army prior to 1952). T
tends to confirm thé suspicion that foreign scholars are not the only ones who ha^
Problems gaining access to Egyptian government archives. " \ -

In thé end, however, thé individual préoccupations of thé author undermine tte

of the study. The charge of subjectivism that she levels at a distinguished
historian with whom she happens to disagree may with justice be used

her own book. Nor is the reader's confidence in her account enhanced by a
of factual errors and confusions (e.g. the '1922 constitution' for the 1923

mixing up the politician Ali Mäher with bis brother, Ahmed Mäher) and
bizarre suggestion that the absence of documentary évidence of British

in, for instance, the notorious 'Burning of Cairo' in January 1952
l ||iiehow implicates the British authorities in those events. All in all, it is an
l psatisfactory book. Among other things, it appears so determined to demonstrate
J jlkt the history of Egypt and of Egypt's relations with Great Britain led logically and
I pyitably to the coup d'état of July 1952 that it ignores alternative interprétations of

jf events of those years and, indeed, of the coup itself.
m CHARLES TRIPP

School of Oriental and African Studies, London

and D GÉRARD, Ethiopia Photographed: historie photographs of the
and its people taken between 1867 and 1935. London: Kegan Paul

international, 1996, 168 pp., £55.00, ISBN O 7103 0504 4.

book by Richard Pankhurst, the prolific historian of Ethiopia, and Dénis Gérard,
•Ifagricultural engineer and professional photographer living in Ethiopia, is a

record and memoir of the Ethiopian empire between the periods of
Tewodros and Haile Sellassie (who assumed power in 1930). It contains

^j|ographs of royalty, nobles, priests and commoners, and of official occasions,
life and scènes from the countryside and the city. For those interested in the

for scholarly or other reasons, the book is a treasure of images evoking
es of an eventful and still intriguing past. The book can also stand as a source of

l information on details of life style, material culture and political and social

3
—s in early modern Ethiopia. This book is, therefore, simply a must for all

i aficionados. It is a sequel to Pankhurst and Leila Ingram's Ethiopia
'.d (1988; reviewed in Africa, 60, pp. 413-15), which covered the period
hè advent of photography and which was published in the same format as the
volume.
' of the 304 pictures gathered here have already been published elsewhere, in
les and travellers' books (134, to be précise), but the majority have been
;d by the two authors from new sources like the relatives of protagonists,
collections and institutions with photographie archives, foremost among them
itute of Ethiopian Studies in Addis Ababa. The photos are arranged in six
i, preceded by an historical introduction (pp. 7-18) on Ethiopia and by a
on the coming of photography to the country (pp. 19-35).
rding to the authors, the first photographer in Ethiopia was the missionary H.
vho took many pictures, most of which have not been saved. The only
tg photographs from the earliest period are those taken by the British punitive
ion against Emperor Tewodros (1867-68). In a chronological account the
take the story of photography up to the Haile Sellassie era by enumerating the
ictures appearing in the exceedingly rieh travel literature on Ethiopia (on
'rofessor Pankhurst is the unrivalled master) and the activities of (Armenian,

n, Italian and other foreign) photographers in the country, who sometimes set up

J
in Addis Ababa and also in Asmara, Eritrea. The editors rightly point to the
photos on customs like funeral procedures (people starting to carry pictures
sf an effigy of the deceased) and on the emerging political (and other
:) use of photographs (especially doctored ones) in Ethiopia.
loice of photos is good and covers many aspects of Ethiopian society. There
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is a good sample of pictures of upper-class personalities as well as of peasants and
the poor. There is also a series of important historical buildings like churches ail<j -
palaces, and of markets and dwellings of common people, at least in Addis Ababa,
The choice is also fairly conventional: a représentative sample of the historically aacf >
geographically important persons and locations of Ethiopia, even if they are already
well known from the literature. This 'duplication' is perhaps inévitable in a work of 3,^
genera! nature, though some readers may wish for a lot more on non-highlarf,
populations and ethnie groups. Nor are there many pictures from areas like Gondar, '
Wällo, the Somali area and the south. However, the positive rôle of this book in this :
respect is to have pointed to the existence of the numerous, relatively unexplored,1
collections and sources of visual images on Ethiopia and Eritrea.

It is not feasible to comment on all the photographs, but there are many interesttog ;
ones, for instance No. 290, showing Christians and Muslims praying together for;
peace in the St Ghiorghis Church compound in the period of the Italo-Ethiopian war, ;

the pictures of Adwa, Aksum and Meqele with all the fenced compounds and the
surrounding landscape already devoid of tree cover; Nos 142-4,152 and 193 of early
Addis Ababa, and those of Emperor Menilek in a car in Mercato (No. 255). There ate x

also good pictures of Emperor Menilek's spacious palace compound, a prime *
historical spot which to this day is a restricted area usurped by the military. Anothef
interesting picture is the one of Queen Mästawat, the Oromo ruler of Wällo (No. 25),;

Section IV, on social, economie and cultural life, is also fascinating. A few pictures .\
show the dismal poverty of the peasantry (Nos 169 and 175). Pictures of markets,
household work and rural houses being built reveal how little the countryside hasl
changed, except for new styles in clothing and umbrellas, and the introduction of *
some new products.

All photographs carry short descriptive comments. It is, of course, a pity that not |
all persons in the pictures could be identifïed. There are only a few mistakes in the ̂
captions. For instance, that to photograph No. 65 (on p. 61) says that it is of Ujj
lyasu with 'his grandfather Menilek', but I am sure that the person meant is lyasu's l
father, Ras Mikael. Photograph No. 194 says, '. . . women from the south witfe «
firewood', but they carry sorghum bundies. (They are probably Anyuwak women.) f|
In photo No. 221, a very interesting picture of a local ruler, it is alleged that we see a'^i ,̂
'Maji chief' with his followers, which, in view of the dress and décorations of ti«r\J||
people, is unlikely. Finally, I am not sure that the 'priest' in photo No. 74 with Queen- ̂
Zäwditu is not Ras Täfäri, the future Haile Sellassie.

My only criticisms of this fine book would be, first, that with the list ôf
photographie sources on thé last page it is not easy to find the source of a particulaf
picture; perhaps it would have been beîîer îo list the sources in the numericai order of A! ,
thé illustrations. It is also difficult to find out what pictures were lent by anonymous V;
persons. Secondly, thé priée is a bit too high for thé book to enjoy thé widê ! :

circulation it deserves. ">

University of Nijmegen^-

HOLGER BERNT HANSEN and MICHAEL TWADDLE (eds), Religion and Politics in East, \
Africa: the period since independence. London: James Currey, 1995, £35.00j?U
ISBN 0 85255 385 4 hard covers, £12.95, O 85255 384 6 paperback. "a

'It's not that we don't seem to solve anything, but we may be actually adding to the VJf
Problems', laments a Roman Catholic priest in Uganda, whilst an archbishop K
denounces his foot soldiere in Africa for remaining silent about 'the theology of ¥j
power in the face of the epidemie of coups and military rule, about developmenl^l t~
about poverty and disease and other equally urgent present-day issues'. Clearly, **•* ̂

irVStady of religious movements since the 1960s immediately opens up a range of
jjaestions about the relationship between social forces and political practice in post-

"* ?':>bolonial states. Has the Church been a force for change or a tooi of appeasement?
ij{ How energised and anchored can institutions be that were colonial in origin? Can

religion be expected to succeed where nationalism has failed? And, in an alleged
ce of theology, do we find the triumph of an African ideology of power that is as
as the landscape which it struggles to master or the inévitable surrender to a

^iforld System that exploits African vulnerabilities and dénigrâtes ils culture? Where
'jbetter to explore these issues than in East Africa, where Christians, Muslims and
^BBgtivists' have lived through famine, coups, repression and, as depicted by the
Sook's hazy cover, such authoritarian despots as Idi Amin of Uganda.
|x Michael Twaddle and Holger Hansen have drawn together a collection of papers

t<ta religion and politics in the Sudan, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania which adds to the
ing scholarship of James Currey's East African Studies series. These essays

Were written for two conferences, one held under the auspices of the University of
JLundon, the other at the University of Copenhagen. Consequently the collection is as

in style and approach as it is in subject matter. Nevertheless, the editors have
a coherent overview and a neat thematic structure. Twaddle's introductory

makes a convincing case for putting religion back at the forefront of
J^fïstorical enquiry. Religious movements in Africa ougbt to be understood first and

:emost, hè argues, as Systems of cultural signification, in which beliefs and
ljS|finbolism matter. It is only through studying the variations according to time and

piace, hè argues, that in the sum of the particulars we find a clearer sense of what is
jffiÉrersal. Hence the rationale of the published collection: four sections beginning
l^îth the challenge of Islam in the whole région, moving then to Christianity,

S| iM&ctarianisni and politics in Uganda, followed by Christians and Muslim in Kenya
ending with cross-cultural complications. The reader is left in no doubt that
;ious institutions have functioneel as crucial mediators between people and new

1-political Systems in eastern Africa. And religious belief has been
itricably bound up with patterns of résistance to political domination as well as
;ed with moments of acquiescence.
he collection contains some fascinating and useful material. Heike Behrend's

iay on Alice Lakwena's Holy Spirit Movement narrâtes how her Mobile Forces
in numbers between 1985 and 1987 in an area of Uganda straddling the border
Sudan, following Museveni's seizure of power through the National Resistance
ement. Her call for people to 'build up a new world in which man and woman
reconciled with nature' contained an interesting blend of old and new. The
toward Kampala mirrored the migration of Lwoo-speaking peoples from the
centuries before but this time they were aided by an ingenious list of Twenty

Spirit Précautions. Kenya is particularly well served in this collection. David
«p provides an exhaustive account of the rôle of the Christian Church during the
era as Surrogate opposition. G. P. Benson argues that Moi's own nyayo

:ps) ideology represents a hybrid of African culture, Christianity and political
iatism, whilst Conor Cruise O'Brien looks at thé growth of Islam. However, not

ïs Jight and célébration. Louise Pirouet reminds us of past silences from thé
in relation to human rights violations, particularly during the rule of Amin

Obote in Uganda. As Martin Doornbos concludes, arguments about thé need to
»Ionise thé Christian Church in Africa fall into two distinct camps. One side

the inherited hierarchy and pomp for acting as a barrier to thé development of
&$tia American type of social activism among clergy. Others blâme thé expatriate

for inviting accusations of foreign influence which have made African
prône to feelings of insecurity and vulnerability.

l'tïôwever, the overall impression left by reading thé collection is not one of abject


